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editorswelcome
Dave Carr | Director, Callsafe Services
Welcome to the July edition of
Callsafe Today. COVID-19 is still
around, so please comply with the
latest restrictions.
Articles & News
Included within this edition are
the following articles and other
news provided by the government,
the construction industry and
health and safety publications, and
selected by the editor, during July.
• Government publishes draft
Building Safety Bill
• Collapsed crane was fully
erected day before Bow tragedy
• Construction working hours can
be extended to aid safe working
practices
• HSE urges Blackburn businesses
to take five steps to become
COVID-secure
• Spike in coronavirus cases on
Hinkley Point C supply site
• New sprinkler threshold
welcomed by Bureau Veritas

• HSE hits northern hot spot for
COVID compliance spot checks
• The HSE welcomes The
Government’s draft Bill to
Improve Building and Fire Safety
in England
• Workplace fatality figures
released for 2019-20
Training
Callsafe are still not providing of
face-to-face training due to our risk
assessment still not considering
this to be reasonably practicable.
We are still offering our e-learning
courses, which are listed on pages
22& 23, and are available on our
website at: www.callsafe-services.
co.uk/e-learning.
We have now developed our
platform for providing Live Online
Training, with or first offering as
a public course being the APS
accredited CDM2015 Awareness
Course, as advertised on pages 8 and
9. The first of the live on-line training

courses have been provided as an
in-house course to one of clients,
with favourable responses. All of
our face-to-face courses are also
available in the Live Online Training
format for organisations wishing to
book courses for their staff as an “inhouse” course, but with delegates
participating from various locations
(home).
Free Telephone Compliance
Check Offer
Callsafe are also still offering a
free compliance health check, by
telephone, to discuss your current and
future health and safety needs. Please
see page 17 for the ‘Health Check
Your Compliance – Can We Help?
Best wishes
Dave Carr
Director | Callsafe Services
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Government publishes draft
Building Safety Bill
Published in the IOSH Magazine on
24th July 2020 was the following
article written by Elaine Knutt on the
draft Building Safety Bill.
The draft Building Safety Bill, published
earlier this week, sets out a stringent
new safety regime for higher risk
residential buildings (HRRBs), backed
by a powerful new Building Safety
Regulator.
The government bill creates new
responsibilities for the construction
teams of new builds and the landlords
of existing HRRBs over 18m or six
storeys in England and Wales. It is
backed by the threat of criminal
sanctions if new statutory duties – such
as submitting adequate safety cases or
ignoring compliance notices – are not
fulfilled. Failure to comply could see
dutyholders face two years in prison or
an unlimited fine.
Running to 334 pages, the draft bill
incorporates the recommendations of
Dame Judith Hackitt’s Independent
Review of Building Regulations and Fire
Safety following the Grenfell Tower
fire on 14th June 2017, where gaps in
regulatory oversight led to failings that
ultimately claimed 72 lives.
The draft text will now be scrutinised
by a Parliamentary committee, and
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further consultations could also be held
before measures are finalised.
Responding to the bill, IOSH
construction group chair Malcolm
Shiels, CFIOSH, said: ‘Maybe you could
argue there is too much emphasis
on punitive measures. However,
if organisations or projects do not
willingly look to improve and at times
continue to place people, individually
and collectively, at risk of harm, then
those heavy punitive measures will be
needed.’
But he also urged construction
professionals to get behind the new
bill. ‘If the construction industry does
not grasp the nettle this time after a
disaster such as Grenfell, and all the
good work since then in getting to this
point of the draft bill being published,
and then the building safety regulations
being published and enacted, it will be
devastatingly disappointing.’
‘NEW DUTIES ARE CREATED
FOR ORGANISATIONS AND
INDIVIDUALS, BACKED UP BY
PENALTIES EQUIVALENT TO
HEALTH AND SAFETY LAW’
The new bill outlines the scope of the
Building Safety Regulator, the branch of
the HSE that will scrutinise the ‘safety
cases’ submitted by HRRB construction

teams at three design gateways, issuing
‘stop’ notices if the information is not
acceptable.
The new regulator will also oversee all
registered building inspectors (covering
local authority building control teams
and those working in the private sector)
and set up a new mandatory reporting
system for structural and fire safety
breaches.
Construction dutyholders – including
principal designers, principal
contractors and building safety
managers – will also have to create,
store and update a ‘golden thread’
of building and product information
through the three design ‘gateways’,
then maintain it throughout the
building’s lifecycle.
Katherine Metcalfe, legal director at law
firm Pinsent Masons, described the bill
as a ‘complete regulatory overhaul [that
will] signal a new era in the way we build’.
She added: ‘New duties are created for
organisations and individuals, backed
up by penalties equivalent to health and
safety law. Enforcement of the building
regulations for the whole of the built
environment will be strengthened by
increasing time limits for enforcement
[to 10 years], and the penalties for noncompliance.’

Katherine also welcomed the new
regulator’s role in overseeing building
control teams’ performance, saying
that it ‘should improve consistency
geographically, and also between local
authority and private sector inspectors’.
Malcolm, a director at construction and
property company Summers-Inman,
pointed out that the impact and success
of the new Building Safety Regulator
regime could be linked to its resources.
‘On paper it looks promising, however
we know the HSE has been stretched
for a number of years,’ he said. ‘As the
Building Safety Regulator will sit within
the HSE, let’s hope it has the extra
financial and human resources it will

require from the government. There
appears to be a genuine commitment to
supply the resources it will need to use
the teeth it will be given, we wait to see
if that will be the case.’
Malcolm also anticipated that the new
regime for HRRBs could increase duty
holders’ sense of responsibility and
accountability across the board: ‘This
would then, hopefully, in turn raise
awareness of health and safety matters
in decision making. We really need this to
happen to continue to move the industry
away from the key matter which increases
risk, and that is the urge to always put the
bottom line first. If we can do that, then
behaviours may change for the better.’

‘COMPETENCE IS A KEY ISSUE, AND
CENTRAL TO MAKING THE NEW
SYSTEM WORK’
However, he feared there could be a
dearth of construction professionals
with the right skills and mindset to fully
embrace the new regime.
‘I am concerned there might not be
enough of the right-minded individuals
within the industry to drive through
the improvements required. I know
for a fact that there are thousands of
fantastic people out there who want to
do everything they can so we never see
another Grenfell, but is there enough of
them? That is the question.’
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In further responsibilities, the Building
Safety Regulator will set up a Buildings
Advisory Committee, replacing
the Building Regulations Advisory
Committee for England, and will
establish an industry-led ‘competence
committee’ to oversee the construction
industry’s efforts to raise the bar on
professional standards.
Katherine added: ‘Competence is a
key issue, and central to making the
new system work. New competence
requirements will apply to all of the
proposed new roles, as well as to
a wider range of professionals and
tradespeople. The new regulator
will hold and maintain a register
of competent principal designers,
principal contractors and building
safety managers.’
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The HRRB landlord or its agent –
known as the Accountable Person
– will also be required to appoint a
competent Building Safety Manager to
manage fire and structural safety risks
in the building day to day.
‘It is good to see that the government
now accepts that an organisation can
act as the Building Safety Manager,
albeit that there must be a named
individual within the organisation with
responsibility for the building,’ noted
Katherine. ‘A diverse set of skills will be
required to carry out the role and it may
prove relatively rare for one individual
to possess all of them.
‘Important questions remain about the
basis upon which the HSE might veto
the appointment of a Building Safety
Manager, and the availability of suitable
insurance,’ she concluded.

A fire safety consultation was also
published this week, in order to gather
views on proposals to implement the
recommendations from Phase 1 of the
Grenfell Tower Inquiry that require a
change in law, improve compliance and
fire safety in all regulated buildings in
England.
The proposals focus on a number of
areas, including providing residents
with greater assurance and fire safety
improvements in buildings; driving
effective and sustainable operational
outcomes for fire fighters; and enabling
better identification of responsible
persons, such as building owners and
managers. The Fire Safety Order
covers external walls and flat entrance
doors in multi-occupied residential
buildings.

Collapsed crane was fully erected
day before Bow tragedy
The following article regarding the
crane collapse in Bow, London, was
published in the pbctoday Magazine on
10th July 2020.
The 20-metre crane that collapsed in
Bow, London, killing one person and
injuring four was a “tried and tested”
crane “reliable in operation worldwide”,
according to supplier Wolffkran
Wolffkran confirmed the crane was
fully erected on the 22-metre tower in
Bow the day before the incident.
One woman inside a residential
address, believed to be aged in her 80s,
died at the scene.

“Our thoughts are with all those
affected, our own staff, and their families,
and we thank the rescue teams for their
work on site. Employees of Wolffkran
Ltd have been on site since yesterday
supporting the responsible authorities in
their investigations and preparations to
remove the crane from the site.
“The affected crane is a Wolff luffing jib
crane of type Wolff 355 B, which is one
of Wolffkran’s most tried and tested
cranes, reliable in operation worldwide,
and currently in operation on 18 sites
across the UK.
“The crane on the construction site in

Bow was only 10 years old and was
fully erected on a 22 metre tower the
day before the incident.
“Wolffkran Ltd is a subsidiary of the
globally active crane manufacturer
Wolffkran. It has been providing tower
crane services to the UK construction
industry for 45 years. It operates out of
Sheffield and employs some 306 people.”
A joint investigation is underway
involving officers from the Met’s
Central East Command Unit and
Specialist Crime, the Health and
Safety Executive, and the London Fire
Brigade.

Four other people were injured, two of
which are Wolffkran employees. One
worker remains in hospital in critical
condition.
A number of other people are also
believed to have suffered non lifethreatening injuries.
In a statement, crane owner Wolffkran
Ltd, said: “The Wolffkran management
and staff are deeply upset by this
tragedy and express their deepest
sympathy to the family of the woman
that died in the incident.
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Live Online
Training
with Callsafe Services Ltd

APS-accredited CDM2015 Awareness
Live Online Training Course
8 September 2020
9 September 2020

09.30 – 12.30
09.30 – 12.30

Part 1
Part 2

Book here

£199.00 + VAT per delegate
Cost includes:
• 2 x half days professional virtual training, includes presentation,
group & individual exercises, and course examination
• APS fee
• APS-accredited electronic certificate on passing the course
• Electronic main and additional handouts

SAVE on ‘in-house training’ live online training courses for 8-10
delegates!
Contact Gemma Esprey for more information:
gemma.esprey@callsafe-services.co.uk
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Construction (Design & Management)
Regulations 2015

CDM2015 Awareness
Live Online Training Course
This course is designed to provide all persons involved in construction projects, including
current and potential clients, project managers, principal designers, designers, principal
contractors and contractors with a broad overview on the CDM Regulations 2015. This course
is accredited by the Association for Project Safety (APS).
Session 1 Introduction and Setting Course Objectives
Session 2 Legislation
History, application and definitions of CDM. CDM2015 transitional provisions.
Domestic clients. Accident statistics and causations.
Session 3 Relationships between the Client, Principal Designer, Designers, Principal
Contractor and Contractors
An outline of the interfaces between the parties involved in the construction
process from concept to maintenance. Relationships between design, PCI, CPP &
HSF.
Session 4 Client
Who is the client? Duties of the client. Evaluating competence and resources.
Information to be provided by the Client. Notification to HSE.
Session 5 Principal Designer
The appointment and duties of the principal designer. Pre-Construction
Information. Assessment of the design and the use of BIM. Health and Safety File.
Optional assistance to the client.
Session 6 Designers
Who is the designer? The designers’ duties. An illustration of the requirements to
eliminate and reduce risks by design. Information transfer and co-operation with
the principal designer and other designers, etc.
Session 7 Principal Contractor
The duties of the principal contractor. Development and implementing the
construction phase plan and the requirements for the health and safety file.
Session 8 Contractors
The duties of the contractors. Management, co-operation, co-ordination,
communication, information and training. Summary of CDM2015, Part 4, General
Requirements for all Construction Sites.
Session 9 Examination
Closed book, multi-choice examination.
Session 10 Course Review and Conclusion
Course Objectives
Upon completion of the course, delegates should:
understand the need and application of the CDM regulations;
appreciate the framework of the regulations and the interfaces between the key
parties; and
understand the duties and responsibilities of the client, principal designer, designers,
principal contractor and contractors.
Maximum number of delegates: 8
©Callsafe Services Ltd.
Prog-APS CDM2015 Awareness - Live Online Course (Issue 4-May20)

Page 1
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Construction working hours can be
extended to aid safe working practices
Draft guidance has been set out to
aid applicants seeking to extend
construction site working hours
introduced in the Business and
Planning Bill, enabling changes
to working hours to support safe
construction working.
The guidance sets out considerations
which local authorities must take into
account in determining applications
under this proposed new route.
The aim of the new temporary fast
track deemed consent route under
section 74B of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 is to enable urgent
changes to construction working hours
to support safe construction working, in
line with the government’s latest social
distancing guidance on construction
and other outdoor work.
For many construction sites,
implementation of this guidance will
require changes to working practices,
including staggered starts and finishes,
requiring different hours of operation to
those which are currently permitted for
the site through planning conditions.
Applicants will need to provide details of:
•		The planning permission to which the
application relates;
•		The existing agreed construction
working hours;
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•		Details to identify the condition
or approved document such as
construction management plan
which details the working hours;
•		The proposed revised construction
working hours;
•		The date the revised construction
working hours should take effect;
•		The date on which the application is sent;
•		The date on which the revised
construction working hours should
cease to have effect (no later than 1
April 2021).

hours are necessary to enable safe
working practices on site;
•		A list of the primary construction
activities, expected to take place during
the extended working hours, including
plant and equipment to be used;
•		A proportionate assessment (where
relevant) of the likely impact of noise
upon sensitive uses near to the site
(e.g. dwellings, hospitals and, care
homes);
•		Details of their mitigation plan as set
out below.

To aid quick decision making, applicants
should also provide:
•		A short justification on why extended

Applications can only be made online.
Click here to read the draft guidance
can be found in full.

HSE urges Blackburn businesses to take
five steps to become COVID-secure
On 27th July 2020 the Health and
Safety Executive (HSE) is out and about
talking to businesses in Blackburn and
the surrounding areas to ensure they
are COVID-secure to help tackle the
coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak.
To support the understanding of any
patterns in the confirmed coronavirus
cases in the area, HSE is working alongside
Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council
in the regulation of workplace health
and safety and alongside local public
health authorities. Inspectors are out
visiting businesses across Blackburn and
surrounding areas, putting employers
on the spot and checking that they are
complying with the latest guidance.
To be COVID-secure means businesses
need to put in place workplace
adjustments, keep up to date with the
latest guidance and put measures in place
to manage the risk and protect workers
and others. There are five practical steps
that businesses can take to do that:
• Step 1. carry out a COVID-19 risk
assessment
• Step 2. develop increased cleaning,
hand washing and hygiene
procedures
• Step 3. take all reasonable steps to
help people work from home
• Step 4. maintain 2m social distancing
where possible

• Step 5. where people cannot be 2m
apart, manage transmission risk
Francine Cheney, HSE construction
head of operations said: “The number
of confirmed cases of the disease are
currently high in the area. We are talking
to local businesses and inspecting sites
in and around Blackburn to understand
how they are managing risks in line with
their specific business activity.
“Becoming COVID-secure needs to be
the priority for all businesses to tackle
the rise in the number of cases in the
area. It is a legal duty for employers
to protect their workers and others
from harm and this includes taking
reasonable steps to control the risk and
protect people from coronavirus. This
means making workplace adjustments
to become COVID-secure. We advise
employers to work with their employees
when implementing changes, to help
increase confidence with workers,
customers and the local community.”
As inspections across the country
are ongoing, HSE has been utilising a
number of different ways to gather
intelligence and reach out to businesses
across Blackburn with a combination of
site visits, phone calls and through the
collection of supporting visual evidence
such as photos and video footage.

HSE and local authority inspectors are
finding some common issues across a
range of sectors that include: failing to
provide arrangements for monitoring,
supervising and maintaining social
distancing, failing to introduce an
adequate cleaning regime – particularly
at busy times of the day – and providing
access to welfare facilities to allow
employees to frequently wash their
hands with warm water and soap.
To support businesses, HSE are
providing advice and guidance to
manage risk and protect workers.
Where some employers are not
managing the risk, HSE will take action
which can range from the provision of
specific advice, issuing enforcement
notices, stopping certain work practices
until they are made safe and, where
businesses fail to comply, this could lead
to prosecution.
Sally Nicholson, HSE head of operations
in Lancashire said: “All businesses are
in scope for inspections, that means
any size business in any sector can
receive an unannounced inspection
to ensure they are COVID-secure.
By making sure that businesses have
measures in place to manage the risks,
we can benefit the health of the local
community as well as support the UK
economy.”
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Spike in coronavirus cases
on Hinkley Point C supply site
Hinkley Point C’s supply site in
Avonmouth, which is owned by
Balfour Beatty, is temporarily closed as
Covid-19 cases rise.
Hinkley Point C’s supply site has been
deep cleaned and the NHS track and
trace initiative is being implemented.
It is said that the Hinkley Point C
site has not been affected by the
Avonmouth site temporary closure.
According to the BBC: “A concretemaking plant supplying the construction
of the Hinkley Point C nuclear power
station has been closed after 22
employees tested positive for Covid-19.”
However, reports by Bristol Live
suggest that number has risen to 38.
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Further reports stated, “the Avonmouth
site in Bristol was closed until further
notice to reduce the virus’s spread”.
Following safety guidance
In a coronavirus update, Nigel Cann,
construction delivery director, said:
“At the beginning of the pandemic we
moved quickly to reduce the numbers
on site to enable safe working.
“We have been able to slowly increase
numbers in the last few months as we
have gained experience with new ways
of working.
“This includes staggering shifts to avoid
congestion and creating separated
teams to avoid the risk of infection.
We now have around 4,500 people on

site in a 24-hour period – which is still
below our pre-pandemic levels.”
Cann added: “We follow guidance on
safe working from industry bodies and
the government and our performance is
regulated by internal safety inspection
and an independent regulator.
“Workers will continue to have their
temperature taken before entering the
site. Face masks are mandatory on our
external busses, as they are on public
transport in the rest of the country.”
Nigel concluded: “I know life is still far
from normal and the pandemic is not
over. We will continue to listen to the
community and make improvements
wherever we can.”

New sprinkler threshold
welcomed by Bureau Veritas
Bureau Veritas has pledged its full
support to the Government’s recent
introduction of a new 11m threshold
for sprinklers – asserting it marks a vital
step forward in the journey towards
enhanced fire safety regulation. IFSEC
Global Editor James Moore reports.
On 26th May 2020 the UK government
released the inaugural phase of its Fire
Safety Approved Document Work Plan;
the important implementation plan based
on Hackitt report recommendations
designed to create a new regulatory
framework for building safety.
As part of this, the Government
announced updates to the Building
Regulation in Approved Document B
whereby the current trigger height for
sprinklers in new residential flats will be
replaced from 30m (typically 10 floors)
to just 11m (typically four floors). This
significant reform means that any new
flat developments with a floor at the
new threshold will be required to be
fitted with a sprinkler or alternative fire
suppression system.

Alongside this, the Government
also recently announced the new
requirement for wayfinding signage
in flat developments in stairs and
lobbies to assist firefighting operations.
Looking ahead, further regulatory
reforms are expected to follow later in
the year to include the consideration
of Evacuation Alert Systems and
potentially the introduction of a new
11m height requirement for firefighting
shafts, as opposed to the current 18m.
Andy Lowe, Technical and Training
Director for Bureau Veritas Building
Control, comments: “Following an
ongoing consultation period, we are
in full support of the government’s

decision to considerably lower the
threshold height for the provision of
sprinklers in new flat complexes, while
also including the provision of storey
identification signage in staircases to
assist wayfinding for firefighters.
“While these may seem relatively
simple changes, they are incredibly
important ones which will go a long
way in helping ensure that residents
are safer in their homes and that more
adequate preventative measures are in
place should an incident occur.”
The article was originally published on
IFSEC Global.

Importantly, the requirement, which
comes into effect on 26th November
2020, will only apply to projects lodged
before this time and that have not
started ahead of the official cut-off date
of 29 January 2021.
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HSE hits northern hot spot for
COVID compliance spot checks
Published in the IOSH Magazine on
17th July 2020 was the following
article regarding the Health and Safety
Executive’s plans for COVID spot
checks.
The Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
is targeting Yorkshire for COVID
compliance spot-checks after a spate of
outbreaks.
The regulator said it is checking that
businesses are aware of the Safer
Workplace guidance and advising
where necessary on improvements
needed to ensure the workplace is
COVID secure.
‘Inspectors are out and about visiting
businesses across the city [of Bradford]
and surrounding areas, putting
employers on the spot and checking
that they are complying with the latest
guidance,’ said the safety watchdog in a
statement.
The spot checks are being carried
out by a mixture of phone checks
and site visits across Yorkshire. The
phone checks include obtaining visual
evidence such as photos and video
footage.
Some of the most common issues that
HSE and local authority inspectors
are finding include: failing to provide
14

arrangements for monitoring,
supervising and maintaining social
distancing, failing to introduce an
adequate cleaning regime – particularly
at busy times of the day – and providing
access to welfare facilities to allow
employees to frequently wash their
hands with warm water and soap.
It warns that where some employers
are not managing the risk, inspectors
will provide specific advice, issue
enforcement notices, stop certain
work practices until they are made safe
and, where businesses fail to comply,
prosecute.
‘Given the number of cases in Bradford,
becoming COVID-secure should be the
priority for all businesses,’ commented
Michael Bone, HSE head of operations
in Yorkshire. ‘We are talking to
dutyholders and inspecting sites across
the city to understand how they are
managing risks in line with their specific
business activity.
‘Employers have a legal duty to protect
workers and others from harm and
this includes taking reasonable steps
to control the risk and protect people
from coronavirus. We encourage
businesses to engage their employees
in the changes they put in place to
become COVID-secure to increase
confidence with workers and in turn

customers and the local community.’
The announcement of the crackdown
came on the same day Yorkshire
MP Stephanie branded the safety
watchdog’s response to coronavirus as
‘appalling’.
Speaking in the Commons yesterday,
Barnsley East MP Stephanie Peacock
(pictured above) hit out at the HSE
for its response to COVID-19 cases
at a food factory in Wombwell, near
Barnsley, where three workers have
died.
‘PUTTING DUTYHOLDERS ON THE
SPOT, AND CHECKING ON HOW
THEY ARE MANAGING RISKS,
HAS ALWAYS BEEN PART OF OUR
REGULATORY APPROACH’
She claimed it took the HSE three
months to visit the factory, and that she
is yet to receive a response to a letter
she wrote to the enforcement agency.
‘Isn’t it time we had a debate on the
appalling performance of the HSE?’
the Labour MP said. [It] clearly has no
interest in health, no interest in safety,
so will this executive abolish the HSE
and finally put workers first?’
Funding cuts were blamed for the
reduction in inspections during a
debate in the Commons last month.

In May, the government made an
additional £14m available for HSE to
respond to the increased number of
concerns from workers.

Of the 3856 businesses contacted
between 26 May and 2 July, 2386 spot
checks were carried out by a mixture of
phone checks and site visits.

Between 9 March and 29 June, the
HSE received 23,569 COVID-related
contacts, of which 7784 were COVIDrelated concerns, 9944 were COVIDrelated calls and 5871 were COVIDrelated advice requests.

Out of nearly 4000 spot checks, 295
were follow ups to check on issues
with cleaning regimes, social distancing
as well as failure to engage with the
regulator. All but 41 of these were
deemed compliant after the second

check. The remaining 41 are currently
subject to inspector visits and further
investigation.
‘Putting dutyholders on the spot,
and checking on how they are
managing risks, has always been part
of our regulatory approach,’ an HSE
spokesperson told IOSH magazine.
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The HSE welcomes The Government’s draft Bill
to Improve Building and Fire Safety in England
On 18th July 2020 the Health and
Safety Executive (HSE) has welcomed
the publication of the government’s
draft Building Safety Bill, which aim to
create the biggest change in building
safety for a generation.
The publication of the draft bill, on Monday
20th July, follows the announcement
made by Housing Secretary Rt Hon
Robert Jenrick MP in January that
the HSE would create a new Building
Safety Regulator (BSR), with the aim of
implementing reforms that go further
and faster to improving building safety
following the Grenfell Tower tragedy.
The BSR will oversee the new, more
stringent building safety regime for
higher-risk buildings, which prioritises

blocks of flats more than 18m high or
more than six storeys tall in England.
It will also have a broader oversight
role in the safety and performance
of buildings; and in promoting
improvements in the competence and
organisational capability of all those
working in the built environment.
HSE Chief Executive Sarah Albon said:
“HSE fully supports the measures set
out in the draft bill to move forward and
enhance building safety across England.
“HSE is currently working with other
parts of government, key regulators
and industry to establish how the new
legislation can be implemented in a
practical way and create a new regime
that improves building safety standards
and competence across the industry.”

The HSE will also lead the government’s
Joint Regulators Group (JRG), which
will provide coordinated leadership
to local authority and fire & rescue
regulators during the transition to the
new regulatory regime. It will support
the development of close working
arrangements between the BSR and
local regulators, while continuing to
work with early adopters to trial new
safety approaches.
The JRG will be chaired by Peter Baker,
Director of the Building Safety and
Construction Division of the HSE said:
“The BSR will create a new era for
building safety, working with wider
government, local regulators, industry
and residents we want to ensure that
a tragedy like Grenfell Tower never
happens again.
“Through appropriate use of its
enforcement powers under the new
regulatory framework, the BSR will
ensure that building safety risks are
being properly managed and controlled
throughout the lifecycle of a building. It
will also hold those with legal duties to
account for significant failures.”
He added: “In my role as chair of the
JRG I will work together with members
to ensure that the proposals are both
robust and practical.”
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DEAR READER
As one of our Callsafe Today readers,
we wanted to reach out to you in order
to review your current and future
health and safety needs.
Following the dreadful events of
Grenfell Tower and the outputs from
The Hackitt Review there are industry
wide concerns that there is a lack of
knowledge of the Construction (Design
and Management) Regulations 2015
(CDM 2015).
Despite companies carrying out health
and safety training, we have found
that this does not always transpire
into adequate/compliant Policies,
Procedures and practices. This,
along with the transient nature of
construction type workers, means that
many organisations are left exposed
and potentially negligent.
There is an incorrect perception that
“Construction” means specifically
‘building something’. However, the
definition of “Construction” contained
in the CDM Regulations is far more
wide-ranging and incorporates
the repair and maintenance of the
structure and the eventual removal,
demolition and dismantling, if, and
when necessary.

As one of our readers we would like
to arrange with you a free telephone
consultation to discuss your current
position and review any additional
needs you may have.
As one of the few Health and Safety
Consultancies in the UK that specialises
in CDM 2015 and the Construction
Industry (with a pedigree of more than
30 years), Callsafe Services Ltd is able
to help businesses of all sizes to remain
compliant and to help all Duty Holders
to have a better understanding of the
specific needs of CDM 2015.
Please feel free to view our website at
www.callsafe-services.co.uk to see the
range of services we can provide.
If you would like to take us up on this
offer, please contact Gemma Esprey
by email or telephone, so that we can
arrange a convenient time best suited
to yourselves for one of our health and
safety consultants to contact you to
discuss your needs.
Gemma Esprey
Senior Office Administrator
Tel: 01889 577701
Email: gemma.esprey@callsafeservices.co.uk
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Workplace fatality figures
released for 2019 - 2020
The construction sector has had the
highest number of workplace fatalities
over the last 12 months, with falling
from height still recorded as the most
common cause of work-related death.
The latest HSE figures also highlight
the risks to older workers, with 27% of
fatal injuries occurring to workers aged
over 60.
The Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
has released its annual workplace
fatality figures for 2019/20. The
provisional annual data for workrelated fatal accidents revealed that
111 workers were fatally injured at
work between April 2019 and March
2020 (a rate of 0.34 deaths per 100,000
workers), the lowest year on record.
The data represents a fall of 38 deaths
from the previous year, though it is
likely that this fall was accentuated by
the impact of coronavirus (COVID-19)
on the economy in the final two months
of the year.
In line with previous years’ fatal injury
statistics, these figures do not include
deaths from occupational disease.
COVID-19 infection is therefore
not part of these figures and will not
feature in fatal injury statistics in
subsequent years. HSE says separate
data about deaths associated with
18

COVID-19 will be available at a later
date. While there has been a long-term
reduction in the number of annual
fatalities (the number has almost
halved in the last 20 years), aside
from the current fall, the number has
remained broadly level in recent years.
Following the release, HSE’s Chief
Executive, Sarah Albon, said: “No one
should be hurt or killed by the work
they do. In these extraordinary times,
we have seen many workers risking
their lives to help others during the
coronavirus outbreak. Although
these statistics are not a reflection on
COVID-19 related loss of life, it is a
pertinent time to reflect.
“Every workplace fatality is a tragedy
and while we are encouraged by this
improvement, today’s statistics is a
reminder that we cannot become
complacent as we look to continue to
work together to make Great Britain an
even safer place to live and work.”
Workplace fatality figures by sector
The new figures show the spread of
fatal injuries across industrial sectors:
Construction
Construction accounted for the largest
share, with 40 fatal injuries to workers
recorded. However, over the last five

years the number has fluctuated, with
the annual average figure being 37,
which is around four times as high as
the all industry rate.
Agricultural, forestry and fishing
20 fatal injuries to agricultural, forestry
and fishing workers were recorded, the
lowest level on record. Despite this fall,
this sector continues to account for a
large share of the annual fatality count.
It has the highest rate of fatal injury of
all the main industry sectors, around 18
times as high as the all industry rate.
The HSE has published a report,
entitled Fatal injuries in agriculture,
forestry and fishing in Great Britain
2019/20, which looks at the statistics in
more detail.
Waste and recycling
Five fatal injuries to waste and recycling
workers were recorded. Despite being
a relatively small sector in terms of
employment, the annual average fatal
injury rate over the last five years
is around 18 times as high as the all
industry rate.
Sarah Albon continued: “These
statistics remind us that in certain
sectors of the economy, fatal injury
in the workplace remains worryingly
high. Agriculture, forestry and

fishing accounts for a small fraction
of the workforce of Great Britain,
yet accounted for around 20% of
worker fatalities in the last year. This is
unacceptable and more must be done
to prevent such fatalities taking place.
“Work-related deaths fracture families,
they shatter communities, and so many
of them can be avoided. The work that
HSE does is about more than numbers,
we are continually working with duty
holders to ensure that they assess and
appropriately manage risk to their
employees. These efforts are a vital
part of keeping essential services going,
particularly as duty holders adapt to
the current circumstances.”
Workplace fatality figures by cause
The three most common causes of fatal
injuries continue to be:
•Falling from height (29);
•Struck by a moving vehicle (20);
•Struck by a moving object (18)
These three causes account for 60% of
the workplace fatality figures in 2019/20.
The new figures continue to highlight
the risks to older workers; 27% of fatal
injuries in 2019/20 were to workers
aged 60 or over, even though such
workers make up only around 10%of
the workforce.
In addition, members of the public
continue to be killed in connection
with work-connected accidents. In
2019/20, 51 members of the public
were killed as a result of a workconnected accident in HSE enforced

workplaces and a further 41 occurred
on railways (enforced by the Office for
Road and Rail). Typically, in recent years
the number of such deaths has ranged
between 12 and 16 deaths annually.
Mesothelioma deaths
Mesothelioma, which is contracted
through past exposure to asbestos and
is one of the few work-related diseases
where deaths can be counted directly,
killed 2,446 in Great Britain in 2018.
This is slightly lower than the average
2,550 over the previous five years.
The current figures are largely a
consequence of occupational asbestos
exposures that occurred before 1980.
Annual mesothelioma deaths are
expected to fall below current levels for
years beyond 2020.
Health & Safety Statistics report
The House of Commons Library has
published a report about statistics.

Occupation is the most important risk
factor in relation to both work-related
ill health and workplace injuries.
Sectors with the highest rates of fatal
injury are construction, agriculture,
waste disposal and recycling, and
offshore fishing. Sectors with the
highest rates of non-fatal injury are
agriculture, forestry and fishing and
construction.
Sectors with the highest ill health rates
are public administration and defence,
human health and social work, and
education. In 2017/18, injuries and new
cases of ill health in workers resulting
from current working conditions cost
society an estimated £15 billion. The
UK has a lower rate of fatal accidents
at work than most other European
countries.
Read the Commons Health & Safety
Statistics paper here.
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Are you compliant
with PAS 1192-6?

book your
place on one
of our live
webinars

Along with a whole host of additional features, BIMsafe is fully compliant with the NEW PAS 1192-6
BIMsafe provides a best-practice solution to incorporate health and safety information into the BIM process
and 3D models, as required by PAS 1192-6, with compliance methods for CDM 2015 and BS 5795.
Additional benefits include:
> 30+ years Construction Health & Safety and CAD experience at your fingertips.
> Information attached to 3D symbols from secure cloud-based databases
> Not reliant on external software and compatible with industry utilised design/drawing software
> QR codes also generated for each 3D symbol to access the associated information
> Bespoke Design Risk Register, Temporary Works Register and RAMS databases
> Guidance on risks provided by linking to the HSE website, CIP Knowledge and Callsafe Hazard Videos
> Access to Health and Safety, CAD and BIM advice and training
> A 'single source of truth' for health and safety information

onlinetrainingcourses
DUE TO THE CORONAVIRUS
PANDEMIC CALLSAFE SERVICES
LIMITED HAVE SUSPENDED
ALL OF OUR FACE-TO-FACE
TRAINING, BUT WE STILL HAVE
OUR E-LEARNING COURSES
AVAILABLE, THAT CAN BE
ACCESSED THROUGH OUR
WEBSITE AT: WWW.CALLSAFESERVICES.CO.UK, AS FOLLOWS:

Online UKATA Asbestos Awareness
Training
£25.00 +VAT
Online CPD Asbestos Awareness
Training
£20.00 +VAT
Online CDM Regulations 2015 –
Overview
£25.00 +VAT
Online CDM Regulations 2015 - The
Client
£25.00 +VAT
Online CDM Regulations 2015 –
The Principal Designer / Designer
£25.00 +VAT

In-service Inspection and Testing of
Electrical Equipment PAT Testing
(Refresher) Awareness
£15.00 +VAT
Online Control of Substances
Hazardous to Health COSHH
£15.00 +VAT
Online Control of Substances
Hazardous to Health COSHH
Refresher
£10.00 +VAT
Online Display Screen Equipment
Training
£15.00 +VAT
Online Display Screen Equipment
Training Refresher
£10.00 +VAT

Online GDPR course
£15.00 +VAT
Online Environmental Safety
£35.00 +VAT
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Online Fire Safety Training
£15.00 +VAT

Online Fire Safety Training
Refresher
£10.00 +VAT
Online Abrasive Wheel Training
£15.00 +VAT
Online Abrasive Wheel Training
Refresher
£10.00 +VAT
Online Health and Safety Level 2
£25.00 +VAT
Online Local Exhaust Ventilation
Training
£15.00 +VAT
Online Local Exhaust Ventilation
Training Refresher
£10.00 +VAT

Fire Warden Training £30.00 +VAT
Fire Warden Training Refresher
£18.00 +VAT
Online Falls Prevention-Working at
Heights
£15.00 +VAT
Online Falls Prevention-Working at
Heights Refresher
£10.00 +VAT
Online Food Safety Training
£15.00 +VAT
Online Food Safety Training
Refresher
£10.00 +VAT
Online Slips and Trips Training
£15.00 +VAT

Legionella Awareness
£15.00 +VAT
Legionella Awareness Refresher
£10.00 +VAT
Online Office Safety

£25.00 +VAT

Online Slips and Trips Training
Refresher
£10.00 +VAT
Online Basic First Aid Training
£15.00 +VAT

Online Risk Assessments Training
£15.00 +VAT
Online Lone and Remote Worker
(Personal Security)
£15.00 +VAT
Online Lone and Remote Worker
(Personal Security) Refresher
£10.00 +VAT
Online Basic Ladder Awareness
£15.00 +VAT
Online Basic Ladder Awareness
Refresher
£10.00 +VAT
Online Speed Awareness
£15.00 +VAT
Online Safer Patient Handling
Training
£15.00 +VAT
Online Safer Patient Handling
Training Refresher
£10.00 +VAT
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latestprosecutions

JR Scaffold Services Ltd has been fined
after an employee fell eight metres
to the ground and sustained severe
injuries when the cantilever section of a
scaffold he was erecting collapsed.
Glasgow Sheriff Court heard that,
on 2nd September 2016, work was
undertaken at a four-storey property
in Alexandra Parade in Glasgow to
erect a tower scaffold to repair a roof.
An employee was fitting toeboards to
a cantilever section attached to the
tower scaffold and the tower partially
collapsed causing him to fall eight
metres to the ground below.
An investigation by the Health and
Safety Executive (HSE) found the
company had carried out a risk
assessment and method statement
for the initial work and erected an
eight metre high tower to allow for
24

access to the roof. The tower had
been erected in the wrong place.
It was decided that, rather than
disassemble and reassemble in the
right place, a cantilever section would
be added. There was no design for the
cantilever section and due to there
being insufficient anchor ties available
on site, it was decided to support the
cantilever by splicing the frame of the
scaffold. There was also no ballast/
counterweight which meant that the
top section of the tower was unable to
support the weight of the cantilever.
When an employee stood on the
cantilever section to fit toeboards
the top section of the scaffold and
cantilever section collapsed.
JR Scaffold Services Ltd pleaded guilty
to breaching Section 2(1) of the Health
and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 and
was fined £5,000.
Company and occupational health
provider fined
On 9th July 2020 a motor sales

company, Perrys Motor Sales Ltd (PMS)
and Occupational Health & Safety
Consultants, S & Ash Ltd (previously
known as Sound Advice Safety and
Health Ltd.), were both sentenced
for safety breaches after a worker
developed Hand Arm Vibration
Syndrome (HAVS).
Sheffield Crown Court heard that in
2013 an employee working as a small
to medium area repair technology
(SMART) repairer at the PMS site
in Doncaster, who regularly used
handheld power tools to undertake
small scale vehicle body work repairs,
was diagnosed with HAVS.
An investigation by the HSE found
that PMS had failed to adequately
assess and control the foreseeable
risk to SMART repairers. Following
the diagnosis, PMS took no action to
protect the employee from further
damage to his health and his condition
was not reported to the authorities in

latestprosecutions
line with legal requirements.
S & Ash Ltd (previously known as
Sound Advice Safety and Health Ltd.)
was engaged by PMS to provide HAVS
health surveillance for employees. The
investigation also found that following
the health surveillance, S & Ash Ltd
failed to provide suitable and accurate
advice to the employer (PMS) or to
inform the employee of the results
of his health surveillance, even when
specifically requested to do so by him.
Perrys Motor Sales Ltd pleaded
guilty to breaching Section 2(1) of the
Health & Safety at Work etc Act 1974
and Regulation 8 of The Reporting
of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous
Occurrences Regulations (RIDDOR)
2013. The company has been fined
£140,000 and ordered to pay
£7,658.67 in costs.
S & Ash Ltd pleaded guilty to breaching
Section 3(1) of the Health & Safety at
Work etc Act 1974. The company has
been fined £4,000 and was ordered to
pay £8,716.17 in costs.
Plumber jailed for illegal gas work
On 9th July 2020 a self-employed
plumber was jailed after carrying
out gas work without being Gas Safe
registered.

Bolton Crown Court heard how Aaron
Davidson of T/A AD Plumbing Solutions
had installed boilers at two properties
in Bolton and Bury in January and
March 2018, whilst falsely claiming to
be Gas Safe registered.
Following notification of installation
defects by the occupiers of the
properties, Gas Safe inspectors visited
and found the work to be of a poor
standard. In the property at Bury it was
classed as ‘not to current standards’,
and at the property in Bolton ‘at risk’
due to the danger to life from the
possible escape of carbon monoxide
and risk of electrocution.
The investigation by the HSE found that
Aaron Davidson had never been Gas
Safe registered and was not qualified or
competent to undertake gas work.
Aaron Davidson, T/A AD Plumbing
Solutions pleaded guilty to breaching
section 3(1) of the Health and Safety at
Work etc. Act 1974, and Regulations
3(3) and 3(7) of the Gas Safety
(Installation and Use) Regulations
1998. He was sentenced to 16 months
imprisonment.
Construction companies fined after
workers seriously injured
On 16th July 2020 two construction
companies were fined after a mobile

elevated working platform (MEWP)
with two workers inside was struck by
a collapsing reinforcement cage during
the construction of a road bypass.
Manchester Minshull Street Crown
Court heard that in the summer of
2015, to support the construction of
the A556 bypass in Cheshire, work
had started to build a pier designed
to eventually support a bridge. This
involved erecting a steel cage. On 3rd
August, two workers on a MEWP
were working on the structure, when
it collapsed. The cage crashed into the
MEWP, causing it to fall on its side.
The first employee sustained life
changing head injuries and the second
a leg fracture. A third worker nearby
escaped injury by moving away just in
time.
The HSE investigation found there
was no temporary support for
the reinforcement cage during
construction of the central pier. Costain
Limited was principal contractor and
Brenbuild Limited was appointed by
Costain to construct seven bridges and
an underpass.
Costain Limited and Brenbuild Limited
were both aware the cage was visibly
leaning and that workers on site had
raised concerns. Neither company
recognised the inherent instability
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of the reinforcement cage, or took
measures to ensure the work could
be carried out safely. Brenbuild
Limited failed to stop work to prevent
injuries from the risk of collapse and
to implement control measures to
prevent instability. Costain Limited
failed to plan, manage and monitor
construction of the central pier.
Brenbuild Limited pleaded guilty to
breaching Sections 2(1) and 3(1) of
the Health and Safety at Work etc.
Act 1974. The company was fined
£80,000 and ordered to pay costs of
£21,730.11.
Costain Limited pleaded guilty to
breaching Sections 2(1) and 3(1) of
the Health and Safety at Work etc.
Act 1974. The company was fined
£1.2million and ordered to pay costs of
£21,644.51.
Paper making company sentenced
after employee suffers finger
amputations
On 17th July 2020 Plymouth based
West Design Products Ltd, who
manufacture and edit craft paper for
retail, including printing, punching and
cutting, has been sentenced after a
worker suffered serious injuries when
her hand was caught in machinery.
Plymouth Magistrates’ Court heard
that on 14th September 2017, 22-year26

old employee Charlotte Sargent
was working on a paper punching
machine at West Design Products
Ltd in Plymouth. This is used to punch
holes in card or paper so that they can
be bound together. Paper is inserted
into a slot underneath a Perspex guard
and the punch operation is activated
by pressing a foot pedal on the floor.
Whilst adjusting the settings of the
machine, Miss Sargent had placed
her fingers between the die plates
to tighten them in place, her foot
inadvertently hit the unshrouded
foot pedal. The die plates moved up,
crushing her fingers between the plates
and a metal bar. This led to the partial
amputation of both her middle and
index finger on her left hand.
An investigation by the HSE found that
the company fell significantly below
the expected standard. The defendant
failed to conduct its undertaking in
such a way as to ensure, so far as is
reasonably practicable, that Miss
Sargent was not exposed to risks to her
health or safety.
Neither Miss Sargent nor her
supervisor were suitably trained. They
had not been shown the operating
manual or the safe system of work for
the Punch machine before the incident.
There was no interlocking switch
attached to the guard to prevent the

use of the machine when the guard was
removed. There was also no shroud
supplied for the foot pedal, which can
prevent accidental activation.
West Design Products Ltd pleaded
guilty to breaching Section 2(1) of the
Health & Safety at Work etc Act 1974,
they have been fined £89,600 and
ordered to pay costs of £5,584.28 plus
a victim surcharge of £170.
Council fined following fatality
caused by a tree branch striking a
moving vehicle
On 20th July 2020 Wirral Borough
Council has been fined after a branch
from a tree fell and struck the vehicle
of a pregnant mother while she was
driving with her two children.
Elizabeth Stear suffered injuries and
later, the sad loss of her prematurely
born baby.
Liverpool Magistrates’ Court heard
that on the morning of 10th November
2016, 39-year-old Elizabeth, who
was 36 weeks pregnant, had been
performing the daily school run. She
was driving along the A551 Arrowe
Park Road with her 13-year-old
daughter and six-year-old son when
her moving vehicle was struck by a
large branch falling from a mature
horse chestnut tree. The branch broke
through the windscreen and front
driver window and struck the right

side of Elizabeth’s stomach. She was
taken to hospital with suspected major
trauma and her baby girl, Lucia Jayne
Stear, was delivered by an emergency
caesarean, living for 15 hours before
sadly passing away.

like to thank our family and friends,
Aintree Hospital, Liverpool Women’s
Hospital neonatal team, the midwives,
Honeysuckle team, the Police and
Claire House who are still supporting
me today.”

An investigation by the HSE found
that the large branch, which fell had
a crack on its upper edge where it
was joined to the main trunk. It had
begun to separate from the main
trunk for at least one growing season
before the failure. The tree, located
within the boundary of Arrowe Park,
adjacent to the highway, had not been
inspected for at least 13 years. Wirral
Borough Council failed to identify and
manage the risks from falling trees and
branches, and failed to implement a
robust system of inspection of trees
in its remit despite a similar incident
occurring on Arrowe Park Road in
January 2015.

Plumbing and heating company fined
after employee suffered burns in
explosion
On 22nd July 2020 a plumbing and
heating company was fined after an
employee suffered serious burns
following an explosion at a domestic
property in Preesall, Lancashire.
Blackpool Magistrates’ Court heard
that on 13th March 2019, John Leadley
Limited had been replacing a gas boiler
in the hallway of a bungalow.

Wirral Borough Council pleaded guilty
to breaching Section 3(1) of the Health
and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974. The
Local Authority was fined £100,000
and ordered to pay costs of £49,363.
Elizabeth Stear said “Usually when you
think of your children, you remember
things like holidays, achievements,
sports days, family days out, their
favourite foods etc. We don’t have
those memories for Lucia. We would

As part of this work, an employee was
soldering new water pipes when there
was a sudden explosion, which caused
serious burn injuries. The homeowners
were in the property at the time of the
explosion and were also put at risk of
serious injury.

an appropriate fitting. It was also
identified that the gas supply had
not been correctly isolated from the
property, allowing gas to pass through
the open-ended pipe into the hallway,
creating the flammable atmosphere.
The company, John Leadley Limited,
pleaded guilty to breaching Section 2(1)
and Section 3(1) of the Health & Safety
at Work etc Act 1974. The company
was fined £5,000 and ordered to pay
costs of £4,756.35.
Poor lighting leads to fire escape
death and £80,000 fine
Aberdeen Market has been fined
£80,000 after admitting to safety
failures, following the death of an
80-year-old man in June 2018.
Mr Frank Finnie was discovered at the
bottom of a fire escape stairwell at the
market, with poor lighting found to be
the primary cause of the incident after
an investigation was carried out. The
operator has been prosecuted over a
contravention of the Fire (Scotland)
Act 2005.

The investigation by the HSE found
that a flammable atmosphere had
developed within the hallway of the
property, which was subsequently
ignited by a blow torch. A gas supply
pipe has been cut prior to installation
of the new boiler, but the open end
of that pipe had not been sealed with
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The subsequent investigation found
that the “Market Village Company Ltd
failed to maintain the lighting in the
stairwell”.
Head of the Crown Office’s Health and
Safety Management Unit, noted that
the incident was “entirely forseeable”,
and that “this conviction should serve
as a reminder to other companies
to adhere to the regulations and
that failure to do so can have tragic
consequences”.

Firesafe advises: “emergency routes
and fire exits must be well lit and
indicated by appropriate signs”, while
“in locations that require illumination,
emergency lighting of adequate
intensity must be provided in case the
normal lighting fails”.

of the responsible person(s) of a nondomestic premises. They should form
a crucial part of a property’s fire safety
plan.

In England and Wales, though not
Scotland, Under the Regulatory
Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005, the
maintenance and access to emergency/
fire escapes come under the jurisdiction

This article was originally published on
IFSEC Global.

ALL THE LATEST
INDUSTRY NEWS,
REPORTS, PROJECTS
AND PROSECUTIONS
STRAIGHT TO YOUR
INBOX
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Further advice on emergency exits can
be found, here.
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